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Osborn Introduces the JacksonLea® Brand, LeaSpray HP™ Spray Gun
A high-pressure spray gun engineered for increased productivity, less maintenance, versatility
and more.
RICHMOND, Ind. – June 2017 – Osborn, the world’s leading supplier of industrial brushes, polishing
compounds, buffs, non-wovens and flapwheels, introduced the JacksonLea® brand, LeaSpray HP™
spray gun for use with all JacksonLea polishing compounds.
Engineered for industrial liquid buffing compounds, the LeaSpray HP spray gun is similar to other
powder coating and painting guns, but it has a versatile design that fits all types of control systems and
applications, including hand, automatic and robotic applications. The LeaSpray HP also features
efficient compound usage with high pressure that penetrates the turbulence of the spinning buff.
Designed to focus and deliver the compound exactly where it needs to be applied, the LeaSpray HP
minimizes waste and offers a finish consistency that increases productivity and requires less rework
and scrap. The LeaSpray HP is constructed for long wear life and requires less maintenance and
downtime than similar products.
“As leaders and experts in the manufacturing of buffs and compounds, it made sense for us to
incorporate the LeaSpray HP spray gun into Osborn’s company goal of being a provider of surface
treatment solutions from start to finish,” said Tim Priestley, product manager, polishing at Osborn. “The
LeaSpray HP gives customers a high quality product for a competitive price that will reduce costs,
increase productivity and revolutionize the way they make their products shine.”
For more information, visit [http://osborn.com/jacksonlea-leaspray-hp-spray-gun.html]
About Osborn
A unit of Jason Inc., Osborn is the world’s leading supplier of surface treatment solutions and highquality finishing tools for industrial and commercial applications within material finishing, deburring,
cleaning, honing and surface polishing segments. Founded in 1887, Osborn now includes operations in
13 countries and serves customers in more than 100 countries. For more information, visit osborn.com.
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